Dear Reader,

Welcome to the latest edition of the ALL DIGITAL newsletter. In this issue, we seek to capture the highlights and achievements of 2023, where much was done to close the digital skills gap and enhance digital well-being in Europe. We are amazed by the increase in our membership throughout 2023, with 25 new organisations joining our network! Check our website for a comprehensive list of all organisations that are shaping the digital future.

We wish you a joyful winter break and a prosperous New Year!

ALL DIGITAL Team

2023 HIGHLIGHTS
PROJECTS, CAMPAIGNS, inching & PROJECTS

Sign up to our Newsletter

We continued enhancing digital skills through EU Projects

Our address:
ALL DIGITAL AISBL, Rue du Commerce 123, 1000 Brussels

ALL DIGITAL Team

The ADWeeks campaign nearing an end... from 13-31 May 2023

We reached 90,000 participants in the ADWeeks 2023! Read the final report!

The ADWeeks campaign running again... from 13-31 May 2024!

We shared a special! Check the latest Policy Paper on Digital Well-being

We welcomed new training launches to the ALL DIGITAL Academy development
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